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RAMCO, ACSC, Taqniyat & Nintex
showcasing and unveiling their latest solutions at Gitex Global

RAMCO (UAE), ACSC (Oman), Taqniyat (KSA) along with their dynamic workflow automation partner Nintex took part of the biggest and most peo-

ple-connected tech event of 2021 Gitex Global in Dubai World Trade Center.

Taking tech and business partnerships to the next level, their team of experts showcased and unveiled their latest solutions that help businesses accel-

erate digital transformation with the easy-to-use and powerful Nintex Process Platform.

During the event, they shed the light on how Nintex Process Workflow solutions can help speed up the processes by bringing more flexible ways to carry

out mundane tasks, assuring that adopting new technologies allows businesses to offer what no one is offering, thus boosting revenue streams while

providing value to customers. They welcomed visitors, leaders, and game-changers from across all sectors from all over the world and they highlighted

and discussed the reason why adopting their new technologies and solutions is important for any type of business.

As Gold Partners for Nintex, their role is focused on helping customers understand how technology can enhance their business and to find the right time

to invest, which means doing the assessment the business requires and carefully looking at how the current technology meets the business needs. 

It is worth mentioning that Nintex is a powerful and easy-to-use workflow automation software. When you deploy it, it helps your company automatical-

ly generate, sign, and store documents by which you deliver projects on time with fewer opportunities for error, miscommunication, or wasted time.

Moreover, your team can easily collaborate across channels since Nintex workflow sends automated messages wherever your team works, collaborates

on content, and leverages built-in business logic and state machines for a more sophisticated and effective automation solution. Furthermore, it sup-

ports how your business operates whether you work on premises, in the cloud, or in a hybrid environment.

What’s New? Workflows can now delegate tasks to an RPA bot that can interact with apps, systems, and websites using the same screens as human

workers. 
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